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A pretty good reference This manual is written to accompany any of the American Red Cross
laypersons' courses in first aid and resuscitation, either with or without AED, and for either or
both adults and pediatric victims. It has a lot more material than is roofed in virtually any of the
programs, and can serve as a reference. If it is complicated contact 911 and allow pro's handle
the situation. I added it to my bug out bag. Great medical reference Book arrived safe and sound
with no shipping harm. I required a refresher and this is the latest that the reddish colored cross
uses within their classes.As an apart, it is available in Adobe Acrobat format as a free of charge
download on the American Red Cross website. Also, when you can, take a CPR/AED training
course at your neighborhood Red Cross, college or church that provides these classes. A few of it
could have been a bit better organized and worded more concisely (particularly the first
chapter), but nevertheless I enjoyed it. Good refresher course Good refresher course. Five Stars
great It will be a great addition to have in the home or your vehicle in case you encounter minor
medical issues. Made a blunder with this purchase needed it for a CPR course to get qualified
this edition is outdated and missing some important information Five Stars Excellent! College
life Reserve was in excellent condition no pages ripped/falling out. The price is excellent
because it's method cheaper than what you can buy online through Red Cross. I am a little bit
sad that they only allow you to buy 4. Cheap, inexpensive, but contains almost good sense
information It's pretty cheap and affordable, nevertheless, you could probably get the same sort
of information for free of charge on the web (but at least this had quick and accurate info, and I
didn't have to sift through questionable websites for this). You could be in a position to do
without if you discover the right/ reliable site. The book is strictly has described in the
description. Everything was very neat. Well written This is actually the required text for the Red
Cross basic first aid and CPR class.I have taken most of the programs and make reference to this
book quite often as a reminder of the Crimson Cross procedures. Didn't include any CD (but also
didn't state a CD) An absolute must have for Red Cross specialists and volunteers This is a
required manual for anyone that has taken or plans on taking any of the the American Crimson
Cross health and safety courses. It is clearly written and really should maintain everyone's
library. Five Stars Great quality Made a blunder with this buy needed it for a ... Current
individuals manual, great price Simply to clarify this is the correct and current Red Cross manual.
Five Stars Reserve was in excellent condition. Really nice thank you Really nice thank you. If
someone in your loved ones has heart problems or is older, this is a good book to review and
have readily available.
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